Friday 7th May 2021

Message from the Headteacher
I hope you had an enjoyable long weekend with your family. If you are celebrating Eid on the
12th or 13th of May next week – Eid Mubarak! Please can you email or call the school office if
your child will be absent for Eid on Wednesday or Thursday next week. We have moved the
science workshop so that those children who are celebrating do not miss out.
Following our meeting with our local MP Mrs. Seema Malhotra we are hopeful that a new school
crossing will be installed on Sutton Lane in front of the school. We do not want to see any more
accidents on Sutton Lane involving our pupils. Thank you to everyone who took the time to
raise their concerns to myself and the Local Authority to make our community safer.
We have noticed that some of our junior children do not have the correct school uniform, boots,
black tights, socks and trousers have been regularly seen. The uniform is burgundy and grey
and with summer dresses white socks or tights can be worn. Please can you ensure that your
child is wearing the correct uniform please. On PE days, trainers and PE kits can be worn but
no football studs as these are dangerous in normal school lessons.
All children should be accessing the following homework sites regularly, Doodle Maths and
English, Reading Eggs or Bug Club. We have noticed a drop in engagement recently. This
could be following lockdown, but these sites are individualised learning for your child and will
help them.
Thank you for continuing to follow the Covid protocols around the school. Around the UK Covid
contact cases doubled last week. Please keep following the rules and keep a 2-meter distance,
sanitise hands and use face coverings. Until 90% of the community is vaccinated transmission
is still a real risk.
Gold Merit Badges
Congratulations to the following children who received their gold badges this week.
• Azaan in Turquoise Class
• Braylen in Obsidian Class

Early Years
Nursery
This week in Nursery we have been reading the story ‘How to catch a star’. The children loved
the story and finding out all the ways that the boy tried to catch his very own star. Ask your child
to tell you about the star that the boy found at the beach!

We have been busy making our own rocket pictures, so like the boy we could try and catch
stars! The children talked about the shapes and the colours that they used and are good at
recognising squares and triangles of all shapes and sizes.

In our tuff spot the children have been playing with the space toys and scooping and pouring
cereals pretending they are moon rocks.

Our new sound of the week was v for van and we were so impressed that the children are
beginning to hear words which have the sound of the week at the beginning. They are getting
much better at holding their pens and pencils with a pincer grip and forming some of the letters
correctly. The children have also independently been making other letters that they know using
the magnetic construction.

We have been doing lots of fine motor practice this week, threading letters to make alphabet
necklaces and worms! Don’t they look great. As the children were threading the letters they
were recognising and saying the sounds and could even think of words beginning with the
sound or that had the sound in.

In Maths this week the children are practicing counting the number of stars Miss Sheikh has
caught in her special bags and writing the correct number. The children are trying really hard
with writing the numerals correctly.

Stars of the week
Eesa for trying really hard in Maths this week and good listening on the carpet.
Yashvi for being much more confident and talking about the reading book.
Tianna for putting her hand up to volunteer information and for super work in numbers.
Laira for recognising lots of letter sounds and trying to thread the letters in her name.
Maitrin for drawing a picture of her family and then writing the initial letters.
Yaami for writing her name and practicing the letter v independently.
Arunan for super explanation of how to make a pizza using the pictures in his reading book.
Mehardeep for super writing and mark making and trying hard to write the letters in his name.
Ayla for all her writing and for writing the letters in her name so confidently.

Nursery birthdays this week
Tillie, Mehardeep and Jenicea have both celebrated being 4 this week. Happy birthday
all, we hope you had a lovely day.

Reception

Literacy
Over the last two weeks in Reception, we have continued to read ‘Rosie’s walk’ and look at our
new book ‘Farmer Duck'. Children have been really enjoying both stories and understood them
very well.
Children have also continued to write sentences about the stories and what they remember. Take
a look at the fantastic sentences written by our children.
We have also learned to read the story using our phonics skills. The children read parts of the
story independently.
Also the children used a farm and some props to retell the story.

In phonics, we have been revisiting the sounds:

ure, air
We have also been revising phase 3 tricky words. Also we have been learning new tricky words
‘were’ and ‘there’. Children have been writing sentences using words with these sounds and doing
lots of creative outdoor activities to help reinforce their knowledge of sounds. For instance, we
created words with farm activities.
Children also used their phonics skills to write sentences independently on the carpet! They also
came up with their own sentences using the tricky words. Here are some of their examples.

Mathematics
Over the last two weeks, in maths children were revising halving and doubling. We looked at
different activities to help the children use doubling and counting. This included using ladybirds
to match the same amount, this helped the children understand how to double and halve.
The children worked well in teams and came up with some great answers!!!
Children were able to match the ladybirds with the correct amounts and work out how much the
number would be when doubled and halved.
Also we have been trying out our new ‘Toy shop’ in class. The children had super fun with the
toy shop.

Outdoor learning
Our outdoor activities are cross curricular, they are linked to the topics we are learning in
Literacy, phonics and maths.
Some of the children have been enjoying writing tricky words in chalk on the playground.
We also had some children learning about doubling by counting money in the outdoor shop.
Also we had children hunting for ‘tricky words’ in the water area. They were able to find these
words and read them.
We also had fun doing an obstacle course for fitness and wellbeing, some children were very fit
and fast doing this course.
Lots of children also enjoyed taking care of the garden and learning how to take care of a plant.
The children enjoyed this very much and were very good at understanding how to care for a
garden.

Reception Merits
Birch

Aadit and Ansh – for being able to double numbers in maths.
Kimranraj – for using some long sentences during a sensory activity.
Reve – for completing a sharing activity in maths with confidence.
Skyla-Rose – for trying hard to leave finger spaces between the words in her sentences.
Sophie – for her effort during our phonics sessions.

Elm

Aydin- for super focus and trying his best with phonics.
Akshith- for having a very enthusiastic approach to all his tasks.
Ali and Omisha for excellent descriptions of the characters in the story and spelling lots of tricky
words accurately.
Andrea- super homework tasks every week.
Samanth- amazing maths skills- using the number line to solve addition and subtraction
problems and he was able to teach others.

Oak

Sudhera - for writing amazing sentences in phonics, including tricky words such as ‘and’.
Osman - for showing more confidence in writing different tricky words.
Udhbhav - for being a great helper this week with giving out hand gel and tidying up.
Zaynab - for creating lots of lovely artwork and drawings!
Yew
Tanvir- for confidently talking during literacy activities.
Leo - for always working hard and being helpful tidying up.
Kushal - for reading beautifully and sounding out all his words.
Amira - for sequencing the story in the correct order.
Sofia - for being more confident speaking when on the carpet.
Aashvi - for counting in maths and being all to double numbers to 10.

Dojo points

Birch: 3,686
Elm: 4,081
Oak: 3,541
Yew: 4,380

This week, there are no children with birthdays in Reception.
In Yew class Rayyan turned 5 last week. Happy birthday Rayyan!

Elm- Shrihaan turned 5 last week. Happy birthday Shrihaan!
This week Shameera celebrated her 5th birthday. Happy Birthday!

Key Stage 1
Year 1
Dojo points

Willow - 300
Maple - 580
Ebony - 654
Beech - 456

To all parents, we will be using these reading records from now on.
Please can you read with your child and write a comment in their reading
log. Please can your child complete all tasks in this book. Thank you!

The children have enjoyed reading the story Alien
school this week. They have been writing sentences about the characters and
freeze framing their favourite part.

This week the children have been working hard
with their observation skills. They have been
looking carefully at daffodils and drawing them.
The children also enjoyed making their own
herb dishes in our herb garden.

We have also enjoyed learning how to be astronauts in our space themed role play area.
During PE the children were exploring rolling balls, we tried to roll the ball through our group
legs. We also investigated who could roll the ball the furthest.

The children over the holiday have been creating some amazing science projects about space!

In PSHCE this week we have been learning about changes over time. We wrote about new
things we have learnt since we were a toddler. Here is some work we have created.

Merits
Beech
Shivyaan for super effort with maths challenges.
Akshaj and Amelia for great effort with subtraction using a number line.
Zacheria for great perseverance with his phonics this week.
Marakai for writing super sentences about our new story alien school and using adjectives and
connectives.
Amelia, Suseztin and Akshay for persevering with their writing this week.

Maple
Amani and Amaara for writing a fantastic short narrative in English using a range of adjectives!
Kabir and Cherish for their excellent maths this week, partitioning numbers with a part-whole
model.
Samiha and Leon for their super effort this week answering questions when reading a book and
having a go at making a prediction!

Ebony
Zoila for always being enthusiastic about PE. She has been working super hard in PE and
learning new skills. Keep up the amazing PE!
Devanshi for creating a fantastic science project!
Zohaib for amazing addition and subtraction skills in maths!
Ayesha and Injela for creating a speech for a character (Albie) in our new story Alien School.
Keep up the brilliant work!

Willow

Yuven and Kunwar for trying really hard in their maths work and understanding tens and
ones.
Puneet and Shukriya for describing different materials in science this week, well done!
Ahmed and Elijah for their fantastic maths work showing number formation and trying
really hard.

Year 2 - Dojo points
Aspen - 769
Chestnut - 645
Pine - 666
Sycamore - 689

Science
This week in Science we have been looking at what makes a circuit work. We enjoyed making
our own circuits and naming all the parts of a circuit.

Art
For art this week we made our own sea creatures
out of plasticine! We had lots of fun
experimenting with different colours and shapes
to get the correct creature! We had lots of
creative ideas for a background too! What is your
favourite sea creature?

This week for maths you will be completing a game called ‘hit the button’ please see the link on
google classroom.
English homework this week is on google classroom. You will be creating a postcard from
visiting the seaside in the past. Try and remember all the things we found out about the seaside
in the past and use this to help you write your postcard.
Our spellings for next week are:
1. hour
8. Earth

2. share
9. two

3. breath

4. bicycle

5. beach 6. position

10. Believe

Merits
Aspen
Abdullah and Sozyar - For trying really hard to learn new sounds and tricky words
this week. Keep up all the hard work!

7. history

Parnika - For her excellent knowledge on our topic ‘Seaside’ and describing artefacts from the
past.
Nihal - For creating realistic looking sea creatures out of plasticine for Art this week. Very
creative well done!
Jayleen and Nomaan - For being the first group to make a complete circuit and making their
lightbulb light.

Sycamore
Emrys - for completing a circuit without any support and understanding what powers a circuit.
Kiara - for explaining the different techniques we can use to help us with our running in PE.
Swara and Saanvi - for creating an excellent leaflet all about the seaside in the past.
Chrisha and Kafia - for making lots of progress with drawing arrays and writing the sums they
represent.

Pine
Hafsa- For super addition and subtraction in maths using a number line.
Rudra- For an excellent effort in all his lessons and taking pride in all his learning.
Zayd- For setting in really well in Pine class and working really hard.
Owen- For great recall of facts about Ramadan in RE.
Asher- For an amazing improvement with his reading and comprehension.

Chestnut
Saanvi and Yuvan - For their perseverance in maths this week. Super work!
Kushika - For her excellent comparison of the seaside of the past and present. Well Done!
Neev and Riyansh - for great learning this week in all subjects. Well Done!
Yeshika - For her excellent comparisons of light sources and non-light sources. Super work!

Key Stage 2
Year 3
Merits this week
Topaz merits:
Abdullahi and Aarna - for excellent effort in Maths - working on fractions of amount.
Ishanvi - fabulous informal letter from Hogarth expressing feelings and thoughts on what he felt
when he saw the Iron Man.
Aayat and Enes - brilliant role on the wall work sharing Hogarth’s emotions and feelings.
Sapphire merits:
Aiza - for showing amazing progress in her reading.
Aleksander - for having a very positive attitude to his learning.
Rhidi - for showing perseverance in mathematics understanding.
Lapis merits:
Aanya- for trying hard in English this week and becoming more independent in her learning.
Shaurya M- for trying his best with his behaviour this week and working harder to make good
choices.
Simran- for making lots of progress in maths this week and developing her reasoning skills.
Qaafiyah- for trying hard in maths this week and attempting all work given to her.
Eduard- for trying his best in english lessons this week and making sure all the work he has
completed is the best he can do.
Turquoise merits:
Zainab- for the fantastic discussion she sparked about Romans.
Tyreek and Lola- for their amazing colour wheels that they created in Art.
Alina- for her amazing persistence in Maths this week.
Gina- for her kindness towards her peers in and out of the classroom.
Zunaira- for her eagerness towards learning a new sport.
Clubs
Board Games club has got off to a great start. Children are learning to develop their social and
communication skills and learning to work together to play some amazing games.

Maths
In Maths this week, the children have explored fractions even further by looking at counting in
fractions and being able to identify that after ¾ comes a whole for example. The children have
then gone on to explore how a whole can be made and have been able to recognise when the
numerator and denominator are of the same number it is equivalent to a whole number. The
children have been extremely engaged with the Maths specific vocabulary in this topic which
has been encouraged and reiterated through class discussion. The children have also looked at
tenths and counting in tenths, in preparation for looking at the relationship between tenths and
decimals next week.

English
In English we have been using drama techniques to explore the second chapter of our class
reader ‘The Iron Man’ by Ted Hughes. We created freeze frame pictures of the moment Hogarth
tells his family that he has seen the Iron Man. We inferred the feelings and emotions of the
characters from the text and voiced them in our drama work. We then went on to write informal
letters from Hogarth to a friend identifying the key event in the rest of the chapter.

Science/Topic
In Topic this week the children have started a new History topic all about the Romans. The
children were very interested to see how the Romans live. It even sparked conversations about
what the Romans would do in their free time as they did not have the same luxuries that the
children have now.

In Science the children were preparing an
experiment to see how water transports up the stem
of a plant. We used food colouring and celery sticks
for this experiment. The children were able to make
predictions on how water is transported up the
plant. We found that the plant which was left in the
light, had water transported at a faster pace than
the plant that was left in a location without light.

Sewing Club
This week the children have made some fantastic progress with their puppets during lunchtime
sewing club. The children have worked really hard and concentrated on their fine motor skills to
produce amazing puppets. All the children have been super creative and worked very hard on
their sewing and cutting! Well done!

Class Dojo Points:
Topaz: 398 points
Sapphire: 170 points
Turquoise: 362
Lapis: 337 points

Year 4
This week in Year 4 has been a great week. Children have worked very well in all their lessons
and have really enjoyed their art and music work this week. Thank you to children who have
brought in their Ancient Egyptian models, pictures of models can be uploaded to google
classroom to see in class as well.
Homework
All homework has been set on Google Classroom all due in on Monday 10th May.
Maths: Mymaths
English: children will write a setting description
Reading Eggs activity
Spellings - set on Doodle Spell. Spelling Quiz will be held on Wednesday, please ensure your
child has learnt their spellings in preparation for the quiz.
TTRS - 5 minutes practise.
Merits and Dojos
Amber Class
Wsna for putting a terrific amount of effort during art to produce the beginning of the digital
image.
Maham for her persistence and understanding of the effect of dividing a 1-digit number by 10.
Muneeb for working efficiently and contributing to his group when testing which material would
be best for insulating sound.
Blanka for her excellent thinking skills and contributing to asking questions in the role of the
Pharaoh in English.
Aarush for excellent work this week in his reading and developing his reading skill of inference.
Obsidian Class
Stella for her great effort in English to formulate questions to find out more about a character’s
feelings.
Ayaan for his excellent effort in creating a beautiful art piece using digital images.
Ved for his great understanding of reading and representing tenths on a number line.
Adithri for her excellent effort in creating a beautiful art piece using digital images.
Rehan for his great effort in Maths ordering numbers up to 100.

Dojo Points:
Amber Class

Obsidian Class

This Week’s Learning
English
In English last week we continued to focus on our book ‘The Egyptian Cinderella’. The children
took part in interviews this week in which they formulated questions based on the story. This
helped them to gain an understanding of how different characters have different perspectives of
each other. Children explored the different characters in the book and how they may be perceived
differently by other characters. This will support their writing when we write our character
descriptions next week. Children also had a grammar lesson on prepositions where they learnt
about the different prepositions and how to include them in a sentence.

Maths
In maths last week, children worked on developing their problem solving skills, understanding
what the question is asking and formulating a plan to solve them. They also learnt the effect of
dividing one and two digit numbers by 10, read and placed tenths on a number line. This week
we have been looking at developing our understanding of concepts around number and place
value.

Times Tables Rock Stars Tournament
Well done to both Year 4 classes for joining in with the tournament this week.

Science and Topic
In science this week, children have continued to learn about how sound and this week they
conducted an investigation to find the best material to insulate sound. In Topic this week we
continued to explore our new topic: Ancient Egyptians. Children looked at different artefacts and
questions they could research to find out more information. They then went onto presenting their
findings in a fact file.

Children made some fantastic models of pyramids over the half term. Have a look at some of
these below.

Music, PE and Wellbeing
This and last week in PE, children had fun learning the skill of the inside and outside hook. In
yoga this week, children learnt more yoga poses.

This week they also got running outside to complete the daily mile to improve their fitness. The
children really enjoyed being outdoors.

In music last week, children started to learn about Britten's Storm Interlude from the Opera Peter
Grimes. Children created a seascape while listening to the music.

In art this week children manipulated digital images to create beautiful art pieces.

Year 5
Another busy and brilliant week in Year 5!
English
In English this week we have continued to focus on Greek Myths. The children planned and then
wrote a sequel to a Greek myth called King Midas. We had some very well written sequels where
children varied their sentence structure- long and short sentences- including embedded clauses
and fronted adverbials, lots of strong adjectives and adverbs and showed a great use of SOMPA.

Maths
This week in Maths we have learned different methods of adding and subtracting decimals. We
learnt the method of column addition and subtracting. For example, 0.53+0.2=0.73. If you don’t
line up the columns correctly, then this leads to you getting the answer wrong. Also, in subtraction,
if the first number only has tenths and the next one includes hundredths, you will need to add a
placeholder (by adding a zero) in the hundredths column of the first number, e.g.0.85-0.20.

Science and Topic
This week in our topic lesson we continued to learn about Ancient Greece. This topic is very
interesting. Everyone enjoyed our carousel activities about different aspects of Ancient Greece.
We learnt about what Greeks did for us, about their Gods and Goddesses, about the Olympics
and we investigated and created some Greek vases.

In Science, Year 5 are studying Forces and have looked at the effect of friction. Year 5
completed an investigation to see which ramp material would create the most and least friction
using a shoe timed by a stopwatch. The results of the experiment were very surprising and the
children had great fun learning through investigation.

Music, PE and Wellbeing
This and last week in PE, children had fun learning more yoga poses.

In Music, we learned about two great composers of the 20th century - Leonard Bernstein and
Benjamin Britten.
Bernstein’s great music, written for the Broadway musical West Side Story, brought the energy of
the Cuban rhythm, mambo, to the classroom. Not only did Year 5 discover that the story of the
musical was based on Shakespeare’s tragedy Romeo and Juliet, but they also had the opportunity
to put the mambo style into practice by playing some percussion instruments.
Britten’s compositions for the opera Peter Grimes helped pupils understand how the instruments
in the orchestra can represent the elements of a story, the special effects, such as the drums
(timpani) making the sound of the thunders in a storm. They could also draw pictures of a storm
at sea as a response to Britten’s music.

ICT
This summer term, Year 5 are going to learn how to write computer programs using a software
package called SCRATCH. Our first two lessons were a success. So far, the children learnt how
to change the look of a sprite, to make it move and to add further sprites and alter the speed that
they move.

Clubs
Chess, choir and debate club has got off to a great start. Children are learning to develop their
social and communication skills and learning to work together to play, sing and have a
discussion.
Chess club

Choir

Debate club

Remember:
All homework has been set on Google Classroom all due in on Monday at 9 am.
Try to log on every day on Doodle to achieve your green /target/ zone.
Maths: Doodle
English: Doodle
Spellings - set on Doodle Spell. Spelling Quiz will be held on Wednesday, please ensure your
child has learnt their spellings in preparation for the quiz.
TTRS - 5 minutes practise and two ongoing battles for everyone in year 5 Diamond vs Emerald
and Year 5 boys vs Year 5 girls.
Times Tables Rock Stars Tournament
Well done to both Year 5 classes for joining in with the tournament this week.

MERITS
Diamond class
Rohan for using the correct maths vocabulary to explain a very tricky maths problem.
Yusuf and Yasmine for their excellent written tasks.
Yahya from Mrs Kahlon for adding decimals within 1.
Sophia for her excellent improvement in her spelling test.
Corinne for her outstanding contribution in our PSHCE lesson explaining the positive and
negative consequences of belonging to an online community.
Ritisha for being extremely flexible in our PE lesson modelling all the yoga poses we learnt so
far.
Emerald class
Heena and Shorya for a detailed Olympic sport event.
Elmedina for her explanation on Greek civilisation.
Arhat and Gia for their uplevelled work.
Hibba and Modou for their Science lesson contributions.
Rudrakshar and Kian for exploring different codes in SCRATCH.
Amani for putting a lot of effort in all her work.
Smayan for creating a minotaur maze as part of his Easter Project.
Jagdeep his great explanation on air resistance in our Science lesson.

Diamond Class

Emerald Class

Year 6
In Year 6, we have been working on various aspects of writing skills - particularly looking at
effectively integrating dialogue to narrate a story and advance the action.
This also incorporated revising the rules for direct speech.
As a stimulus, the children were given a picture and the start of potential dialogue for the
characters - a girl called Amy and a wise talking owl!

Here are some examples of the children’s work.
Here are some examples:

We also looked at applying the skill of skimming a piece of text to get the main ideas and content
- as well as being able to identify the text as either fiction or nonfiction, and justifying how they
knew.
In Maths, the children have been revising place value and reading and writing large numbers up
to 10 million.
They also practised rounding integers (whole numbers) to the nearest 10 million, as well as the
nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10,000 and 100,000!
Here are some examples of the challenging maths work this week:

In topic, we researched Queen Victoria and looked at the various inventions which were
invented during this time of change - particularly during the Industrial revolution.
The children looked at various inventions and compared them to their modern day equivalents.
They also had to give their justified opinions as to which invention (out the given selection) did
they think had been the most significant.
Here are some examples, where they compared the first petrol driven cars with a modern car
from 2021.

Here are some examples of the children’s opinions of which invention was the most significant.

Railway network
The first railway network (Euston train station)
Euston was opened in 1837 and was officially the first inter-city railway network and station - it
was not only used to carry people across places, but also supplies were taken across steam trains.

On the contrary, this station and its trains were powered by steam, coal and other materials that
created pollution and smoke. As the first railway network, this was connected to many places
such as Birmingham - this station was built in the middle of London and only reached
Birmingham because those days they did not build the rails any further.

Railway networks in the olden days
Soon, railway networks and stations were all over England and many connected to major towns,
many railway stations and places were seen around and in Wales, people in the olden days
concluded that travelling by steam train was the best way to travel and was very popular - this
invention helped lots of people and supplies to get around easily and helped the industrial
revolution. However, even though there were lots of positives about steam trains, there are many
negative things about this type of transport; smoke and pollution was a problem and was mainly
caused from steam trains, the seats (except for 1st class who got comfortable chairs) were hard
and wooden and were not appealing to sit on - this made the ride not very comfortable!

Railway networks now
Because of the technology and our understanding of magnetic fields, railway networks have
advanced; they do not get powered by coal and substances that produce smoke and pollution.
Instead, some trains have electrical magnets to keep the trains on the track so there won’t be any
accidents - if they are not powered by magnetic fields, they move by advanced technology
(electrical engine, electric rails and overhead electric cables), plus modern trains are more
comfortable and do not produce pollution - however there are some things that are the same: the
simple shape of the rails and that there has to be a driver at the front of the train to make sure no
accidents or nothing will go wrong, also to drive the train. Another difference that is clearly
shown when comparing modern railway networks to olden railway networks is the speed; trains
go much faster now since we have learnt how to go over 50mph and they can go up to 200mph.

Modern train

olden train (steam powered)

In Science, they continued learning about circuits and electricity. They learned how electricity
flows - looking at how electrons leave the outer orbit of an atom and low along the conductor

(wire) jumping across atoms. They could explain how electrons were negative and are attracted
to a positive charge.
They could explain how current flow is measured in amps and the voltage part of electricity is
the ‘push’ for the electrons.
They were also introduced to some circuit symbols.
In music, the children used ‘Boom-Whackers’ to create different beats and tones - playing along
to a song track.
Merits
Ruby:
Oliver: For his accurate use of mathematical vocabulary when explaining how to round
numbers within ten million.
Abhithi: For effectively integrating dialogue to narrate the story and advance the action.
Hrik and Vansika: From Mr Laming, for completing the FLOWOL programming challenges
correctly.
Aurelia: From Mrs Neal, for her fantastic explanations when rounding in Maths.
Raheel: From Mrs Grover, for his consistent hard work in Maths and making excellent progress
in arithmetic.
Sangeethan: For consistently working hard and participating in class discussions.
Opal:
Rukaya: for her efforts in science with her Google Classroom work - putting in all the necessary
detail she learned from the teaching video.
Bartosz, Phoebe, Kareem and Marwa: for completing the FLOWOL programming challenges
correctly.
Kareem: He also gets a merit for his super skimming skills when retrieving the main ideas from
texts.
Ibraheem: for his great improvement in English - writing a newspaper report.

